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CHAPTER- III 

Individual Puru -s 

At first glance it might appear that what we will discuss in this 

chapter was already discussed in previous chapters. But earlier we 

discussed  ( ) in general; that is to say, even 

when we discussed ( ) or  ( ) we discussed them 

as ( ). Here we will discuss the same  

( ) individually, that is, as puru  ( ), as 

puru  ( ) and so on and not as 

( ), as artha ( ) and so on. To put it 

otherwise, in the previous chapter we have given the emphasis on 

 ( ) as  ( ) or  ( ) as  

( ). But in this chapter we will give emphasis on different 

 ( ) individually, i.e,  ( ) as  ( ) or 

( ) as ( ). We will discuss here in great detail 

only the puru (  ) and puru  (

) and some important points about puru (

). We also do not find that we can add much to our earlier 

discussion of puru ( ). One reason is that we 

could not get enough material in the standard literature on 

puru ( ). We will discuss (

) in a separate chapter. Though we will discuss 

(  ) in detail in the chapter on PTP, yet we have 

to omit there some necessary details. Only what we intend to skip 

there about ( ) will be discussed here. To be more 

precise, we would like to discuss briefly some theory of 

( ) or  ( ). Earlier our 
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discussion of ( ) was confined to the  view of 

( ).  

One very pertinent question needs to be answered first. The 

two individual  ( ) of  ( ) and ( ) 

are good or end ; they are (

). So they are discussed or should be discussed in the chapter 

on ( ) (i.e. chapter sixth). Why do we 

devote a separate chapter for them — a chapter dealing with 

individual  ( )? Our answer to this question is that 

in the chapter on ( ) we actually 

discuss the  or means of only (  

). It is difficult to think that ( ) or ( ) is a 

means of ( ). So we need to discuss 

separately at least the ( ). So far as the 

(  ) is concerned, we will discuss it in 

the chapter on philosophical theory of  or PTP. There we 

will discuss two versions of PTP. There are other versions of PTP 

also. We will take note of some of them briefly. Besides, there are 

some general controversies about the number of  

( ) to be included in a scheme of ( ). We need 

to discuss this also. In this chapter our focus will be on 

(  ) and certain views of (  

) and some little about ( ) that we 

did not discuss earlier.  

In this chapter we are to discuss the  ( ) 

separately and not together. For this we need to settle first how 

many ( ) are there. The total number of 

( ) is a debatable issue. This point we did not 
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discuss before. We discussed the standard view according to which 

there are four  ( ). Pandit Panc nan astri has 

written in his that the are the source 

of this FVP.1 And by FVP we meant the familiar doctrine of 

( ) according to which there are four 

( )2. Some may ask whether the number could be more or 

less. Scholars like Daya Krishna actually held that there could be or 

are greater number of ( ).3  But there is no 

comprehensive and critical discussion of the question. Here we 

also do not have scope to do that. We will discuss the issue only 

briefly. Previously we said that PTP is the most general theory 

about ( ). In it the conception of  

( ) has been fully generalized. Accordingly, in philosophical 

theory the number of ( ) is naturally only one. 

Many recent scholars did not notice that philosophers practically 

ignored all except one ( ) and that is the 

( ). And they have good reason for this. 

Generally the modern scholars debated over the issue whether the 

( ) view of ( ) is correct or the 

( ) view of it is correct. According to the first, the 

number of  ( ) is three. According to the second, 

 ( ) are four in number. Actually this is a debate 

about whether or not to include ( ) in the list of 

( ). The supporters of the  ( ) view 

are in favour of including ( ) in the list of  

( ) and the followers of ( ) want to exclude it from 

there. In their actual discussion they hardly ever give good and 

explicit arguments for their views. Sometimes it appears that they 

want to make some hoistorical point; they want to say that in fact 
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there was a time when men used to admit only three -

( ).  Only later the ( ) view was changed to the 

( ) view. Sometimes it appears that their concern is 

social; they think that if people admit (

)  then men will run after this other-worldly and selfish goal 

and will ignore social development and general welfare. One may 

think that this difference regarding the  of 

( ) is one of the points of debate between FVP and PTP. For, 

PTP admits only one ( ) but FVP admits four 

- ( ). However, neither PTP nor FVP admits a 

( ) scheme of values. So the debate between 

( ) scheme and ( ) scheme may be regarded as 

a new point. There is no clear statement in FVP about the number 

of - ( ). It has not been said there that the number 

of -  ( ) is four and that it cannot be more or less. 

But from the way some modern scholars debate on the issue it 

seems that they have not noticed this point. Besides the 

( ) view has not been defended explicitly. Still the standard 

view is that the number of -  ( ) is four. Against this 

view some scholars have pointed out that the number of 

-  ( ) can be and in fact is more than the standard 

four. Nobody however discussed earlier that it could be even less. 

We in PTP have shown that from the philosophical point of view 

there is only one ( ) and that is ( ).  

According to the ( ) view, there are three or three 

kinds of ( ). They are ( ), ( ), 

and ( ). The ( ) view adds ( ) to 

this three. Some hold that the doctrine of four ( ), 
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with ( ) as the fourth one, emerged later in the history of 

Indian culture. Daya Krishna has said ‘The ideal of was, 

thus, a later incorporation from the non-Vedic religious and spiritual 

traditions of India.’4 Originally there were only three  

( ) and the ( ) view is historically and also perhaps 

logically correct. Sometimes it has been held that from the time of 

the  till the time of the  men commonly believed 

in the ( ) view of ( ). During this period 

due importance was given to man’s worldly existence and to his 

personal and social problems . ( )

represents the scheme of values of common and worldly man. Only 

later on the spiritual concerns became so dominant in Indian 

society that men became more and more other worldly and started 

neglecting his socio-political life. On the basis of this some foreign 

scholars and their Indian followers came to hold that India has a 

world negating culture5. In this culture the spiritual matter is given 

all importance and worldly concerns are totally or mostly neglected. 

So some modern scholars argue that the life of a man in  

is dominated by the values of ( ) and ( ). It has 

also a place for ( ) in the sense of morality. The other 

worldly value of ( ) plays no important role in the life of 

ordinary and worldly man. It may be the first and last concern of a 

man who is religious (as distinct from moral), spiritual, ascetic or a 

mystic. Some modern scholars also claim that the traditional 

literature shows that ( ) was commonly believed in 

earlier days. The later addition of ( ) to these three turned 

the original trivrga theory to ( ) theory. Some 

thinkers hold the same view in a modified way. They hold that 

originally men more  believed in ( ) and not in 
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( ). This view seems to be more probable. For, in 

the Vedas we come across with the familiar passages like 

“ ” or “ ” or “

” etc. These passages speak about ( ). Secondly, it 

is problematic to hold that the  rejects ( ). 

For, the  is a part of the and in it Bhagav n 

Kri hna has taught Arjuna (and others) the  ( ) 

which is the right way of conducting our social and moral life. It is 

the right way particularly because it frees us from (or does not lead 

the agent to) the bondage (which results when we act in the 

ordinary and familiar way). In this way acting according to 

 ( ) paves the way for ( ). There is one more 

point. The author of the is also the author of the 

. And this  text ends with an assertion about 

( ). Pandit Srimohan Bhattacarya in recent times has said 

that ( ), ( ) and ( ) are not matters of 

concern for  ( )6. It is also to be noted that in the 

 of the  Bidur told Dh tar stra that dharma 

( ) is the foundation ( ) of the trivarga ( ) which consists of 

artha ( ), ) and ( ).7 This shows two things: 

first, sometimes trivarga ( ) excludes dharma ( ) and not 

( ) and secondly, according to the , the 

number of  ( ) is four.  

In recent time Professor Kamalakar Mishra has discussed this 

controversy about ( ) and  ( ) 8 But the 

details of his account seem to be different from the account we 

presented above and also what may be found in the writings of other 

scholars. In the first place, according to him, those who believe in 
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( ) doctrine hold that ‘the class of three values (trivarga) 

—  ( ),  ( ) and ( ) — forms the complete 

picture of values, and there is no need of accepting four values 

(caturvarga) which accepts  as an additional value.’9  He first 

presents the argument for the ( ) doctrine according to 

which ( ) need not be admitted as a ( ). 

Then he answers this argument and defends ( ) 

doctrine which includes ( ). His 

argument against ( ) and his defence of 

( ) or ( ) do not appear to be convincing. He writes: 

“The argument from the side of the trivarga theory, is that there are 

, namely (i) pursuit of ‘sukha’ or ‘ nanda’ 

(pleasure or happiness) and (ii) morality ( ), then what is the 

need of accepting moksa as another value?”10 We do not know who 

advanced such a view. No ground is stated for believing that the 

number of basic values is two and they are pleasure and morality. 

We have discussed in detail that value, in the sense of 

( ), is the  of pursuit and not the  of certain object 

as has been said here. Besides, pleasure can be a value as it is in 

itself an object of pursuit. But ( ) is not or cannot be an 

object of pursuit or value in itself. ( ) in the sense of moral 

 involves exertion and hence is a form of pain which is not a 

 object. ( ) can still be a value if it is the  of 

something which is a desired object or value . In the scheme 

as presented here to be a value ( ) must be a of 

pleasure as it cannot be a pleasure in itself. It is not sure whether the 

supporters of ( ) say so. According to the standard view, 

( ) is primarily a  of other-worldly pleasure called 

( ). But the supporters of ( ) view generally 
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accept only the worldly values including pleasure. In short, a theory 

of ( ) not only admits a fixed number of  

( ) but also states the sense in which they are 

( ) and how the different  ( ) are mutually 

related [in case there are more than one ( )].  

If we turn now to Professor Mishra’s reply to the supporters of 

the ( ) doctrine, we find that he makes reference to 

“Indian seers” ( ). He attributes to them the view that values are 

either ( ) or ( ). He then says that the ( ) 

values are ( ) and ( ) and the ( ) value is 

( ).11 But this does not seem to be correct. The traditional 

view, as expounded in works like  or in the literature 

of the Ved nta philosophy (including  and  on 

it), is that ( ) is the (only) ( ). Professor Mishra’s 

problem seems to be that he wants to find a place for ( ) 

in the scheme of values and also give importance to the 

( ) theory. He proposes that ( ) is to be viewed as the 

“synthesizer” of the two conflicting values of ( ) and 

( ). So he had to find both these conflicting values [ ( ) and 

( )] within the remaining three of ( ), ( ) 

and ( ). He, therefore,  suggests that ( ) is the 

( ) and ( ) and ( ) are ( ). Then he 

holds that in ( ) or self-realisation as a value the two 

conflicting values of ( ) [ ( ) and ( )] and 

( ) [ ( )] “are naturally synthesized …” His 

argument is that “In my action becomes good and pleasant 

–- two in one. The Indian seers discovered this wonderful value as 

the answer to problem. So, they included it in the scheme of 
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values and gave it the status of the highest value (  

)”12.  We think that this exposition cannot be attributed to 

the Indian seers or Indian philosophers of the classical period. One 

reason for this is that action ( ) does not 

make any good sense; ( ) is not a state in which men act. 

The second reason is that even in the worldly state many social 

actions of man can be and are both pleasant and good. Finally, 

when we philosophically consider the matter, actions by nature 

involve pain of exertion and hence cannot be a state of unmixed 

pleasure. We have explained these points earlier also.  

The point of some other modern scholars, like Daya Krishna, is 

that it is not reasonable to fix the number of ( ) as 

three or four. They argue that there can be many more 

( ). Friendship is a ( ) and the intellectual 

pleasure which a scientist experiences in his effort to understand 

natural phenomenon is also a ( ). Again the 

welfare of mankind as a whole is also a ( ). We 

would like to state that it is irrelevant to say all these things to 

criticize the standard view of ( ). For the scholars 

of earlier period or even the supporters of the standard 

( ) view did not mean to say that  taken the number 

of  ( ) is just four. The four  ( )

are just four of  ( ). For example, 

individually taken  ( ) is many. There are many actions 

and goods to which the general name ( ) applies. These 

are brought under three narrower classes or heads of  

( ) or duties to be performed by using the physical 

body,  ( ) or the duties to be observed when 
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speaking (for example, we should not speak rudely to anyone and 

hurt him) and   ( ) or the duties to be 

observed in thinking, i.e. we should not even think what is unjust or 

wrong. The word ‘ ( ) is one and there is one broad 

class or kind of ( ). This word covers many smaller 

 of ( ) as well as  many and 

also ( ) in general. All these come under the  

broadest kind. Similarly, the word ( ) is one but there are 

many concrete ( ). The point of using one single word 

for all of them is to indicate that they all have some common 

property and so can be grouped together under one head. 

( ) is the name of a group under which every 

single ( ), in the given sense of the word, can be or 

will be included. Thus there is no problem of including the 

intellectual pleasure or friendship under   (  

). So, theoretically speaking there can be a view of 

( ) which we can describe as  ( ) 

theory. According to this view, all ( ) come under 

one head. But if this broad class is the class of ( ), 

then such big generalization does not clarify things.  

( ) view does not say this. First, we are to realize that we are to 

strike a mean between the two — between (i) the highest possible 

generality, which includes under one single class of 

( ) infinite number of individual ( ) and (ii) 

absolute particularity, according to which there are infinite number 

of individually different ( ) and no two of them 

can be brought together under one class. The purpose of having a 

scheme of ( ) is to strike a mean between these 

two extremes and bring together individually different infinite 
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number of  ( ) under a small number of classes of 

( ). ( ), ( ), and ( )  

are such classes13. ( ) or ( ) are 

suggested as such  of ( ).  If there is good 

reason one can also choose a scheme of five or six 

( ). It is not a very significant issue. Nowhere it has been said 

that we cannot have a scheme of five ( ). But we 

can have it if we find a ( ) which we cannot bring 

under any one of the standard three or four ( ).     

We have noted above the views of Professor Kamalakar 

Mishra and Professor Daya Krishna. We have also shown the 

difficulties found in their views and also that their disagreement can 

be easily reconciled. This does not mean that there is no difficulty 

at all in the standard view. For example, it is not clear what exactly 

is meant by ( ). It is a serious issue which many modern 

scholars do not discuss thoroughly. If anything that is good or 

anything that man wants for himself is ( )  then one can 

think that ( ) can be reduced to ( )14. Some have 

suggested or supported such reduction15 but even they did not fully 

investigate all the different senses of ( ) or try to reconcile 

them. We find in classical literature many different senses of the 

term. 

One can even use ( ) in such a sense (in the sense of 

pleasure) that ( ) can come under it. In that case the 

( ) theory can be reduced to trivarga ( ). Even 

( ) (as understood in some schools of thought) can be 

included in ( ). We admit that scholars of India should 

know that this is a real possibility. Actually , which is 
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the source of the  thought, says this. One , 

quoted by Madhus  in his , says that 

the word  ( ) signifies the physical body (such as what we 

have) endowed with consciousness (‘ …’).16 It 

further says pleasure [ ( )] is the only single  

( ).17 So far there are at least two  ( ) theories 

(views) of ( ). They are first, the C rv ka view or 

the  PTP according to which only one ( ) is 

there and it is ( ); and secondly, there are other versions of 

PTP according to which ( ) is the only 

( ). Advaita Ved nta philosophy on the one hand and the 

-V ika philosophy on the other hold this -

 ( - - ) or the view according to which 

only one ( ) is there and that is ( ). Even 

other versions of  PTP (and some versions of PTP) 

admit only ( ) as the  ( ). This difference 

between the -  ( - - ) or the 

view according to which only one ( ) is there and it 

is ( ) and the - -  ( - -

) or the view according to which only one  ( ) is 

there and it is ( ) is first due to the difference in the 

conception of man or ( ). According to the s (and 

hence  PTP), man is hardly anything more than a biological 

being like a dog or a tiger. On the other hand, other  ( ) 

philosophers (the Bauddha or Jaina) and all ( ) 

philosophers of India take man to have that property by which he is 

different from animals. It has been said that ( ) is the 

distinguishing feature of a man. It distinguishes man from animals. 

( )  therefore, is the most fundamental thing in the life of 
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a man18. Even an animal seeks pleasure. Pursuit of pleasure 

(strictly speaking pleasure) cannot be a value in the life of a man as 

man. Pursuit of pleasure which is consistent with ( ) 

alone can count as a value in the life of a man. Pleasure [or 

( )] can be  ( ) if ( ) means 

pleasure that is consistent with ( ) or is obtained through 

( )19. A truly human being decides what is value or 

 ( ) keeping the consideration of ( ) in the 

forefront. And then he seeks such value. ( ) by and large 

is a restraining force. Consideration of it does not allow man to 

degrade his life of pursuit of goals and ends into the life of a lower 

being. In the life of a lower being also there is the pursuit of 

pleasure or satisfaction of the senses; but this pleasure is not a 

( ) or human value, nor the pursuit of it is a value 

seeking. This is something which perhaps no one will contradict.  

Indian philosophical view extends further and contends that 

though man cannot have  a life of ( )  he can go 

beyond ( ), can transcend ( ) and realize his 

full potential or attain the highest fulfillment of life.  However, if 

( ) is not the highest ( ) or the direct 

means of the highest ( ), it can still be a means (an 

indirect means) of ( ) which is a value beyond 

( ). Thus ( ) does not negate ( ). ( ) 

is to be attained  ( ). The final goal is 

( ) in which the pain associated with ( ), the pain of 

exertion, is also absent. But ( ) is generally speaking a 

necessary step or means of ( ).  
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Even ( ) admits the value of 

( ). It contends that immediate means of ( ) is 

( ); and ( ) is primarily20 not ( ) but  

( ) by nature. Yet we cannot get that ( ) if we do not purify 

ourselves first by performing ( )21. ( ) is the 

 of every  pursuit of value even if the 

value is ( ) or ( ) or ( ). It is for this reason 

that ( ) has been placed first and at the bottom of the list of 

four ( ). PTP admits this but it also tells us that 

( ) which has been placed at the top of the list of 

- ( ) is the final value.  

According to the ( ), one can and 

one should pursue both ( ) and ( ) together [or 

( ) and ( ) together]. But strictly speaking one 

cannot pursue ( ) and ( ) together. One needs 

to transcend ( ) in order to pursue ( ). This is 

the reason for which ( ) is the  concern of 

philosophical theory of values. ( ) is the  or the most 

basic of all - ( ) and ( ) is the last or the 

highest of all -  ( ). Once the two are fixed — the 

necessary first [ ( )] and the most coveted last and 

final [ ( )] — we can proceed to determine the 

interrelation between four -s ( ) admitted in FVP. 

Against this background we would like to discuss briefly the four 

-  ( ) individually (in the way we said above). 

Before we do that we would like to note one argument why one 

cannot pursue both ( ) and ( ) in the way one 
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can and should pursue both ( ) and ( ) or 

( ) and ( ) together.     

In our discussion of individual ( ) we begin 

by admitting the fourfold scheme of fundamental 

( ) or the ( ) view of ( ). We 

have said earlier that this ( ) doctrine is better 

described as the ( ) doctrine and it is different from 

the philosophical doctrine which admits only one 

( ). However, both the and  ( ) have their 

root in the .  is the elaboration of the  view and 

teaching in an easy to understand language. Swami 

Chardra ekharendra  has said in his work 

that  illustrate with stories the abstract and 

abstruse truths taught in the 22 Even the 

( ) can be traced to the 23. We need to decide the 

order in which the four individual ( ) are related 

and may be discussed. We propose to discuss first the 

( ). Our discussion of this ( ) 

has been most sketchy so far. We will be brief in our discussion of 

( ) which we have discussed more 

elaborately before. So far as the ( ) is 

concerned we do not find enough discussion in the standard 

literature on the subject. So the discussion of the 

(  ) will also be extremely sketchy or we may even omit it. 

We will add some detail about (  ) 

which we did not include earlier.

( ) is the root of all other  ( ) and 

the very foundation of man’s life of value seeking. Besides 
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( ) in the sense of dutiful  is not and cannot be a good as an 

end in itself. It is only good as a means. On the other hand 

( ) is good as end only; it is an end in itself. It cannot be an end 

as means. If we view them in this way, ( ) and 

( ) mark the two endpoints of the scale and scheme of four 

( ). In between there are ( ) and 

(  ). To distinguish these two we need to 

fix the meaning of these two terms. According to one sense of the 

word ( ), ( ) also becomes ( ). In his 

elucidation of the  verse 16/11  

has said “…  ...”24, that which is desired is 

( ). Accordingly, any object of desire is ( ). In that case 

( ) also becomes ( ) for men who want or desire 

( ) or wealth. In a more restricted sense appropriate to the 

context, ( ) is understood to mean not any object of desire 

but only such objects of desire that are empirical objects and the 

objects of the  ( ) of the external sense organs only. 

These objects are  (smell),  (taste),  (colour), 

 (touch) and  (sound). The s deny anything 

that cannot be known by the senses. For them, only the sensible or 

perceptible things are real. ( ) to be real must be 

something ( ) or sensuous. ( ) and 

( ) are ( ); they can be known only from the 

( ) like the . In other words, they can be known 

through the  ( ) which the s do not 

accept25. They do not accept also  ( ) to which 

( ) is related. So, for the s, this-worldly ( ) 

and perceptible ( ) things man seeks can only be regarded as 

( ). Such objects of desire are the five things just 
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enumerated. But in fact nobody seeks or desires just  ( ) or 

sound like noise. But when a man wants to listen to music, it is 

 (of a sort) that he wants. Similarly, when a man enjoys a 

beautiful red rose he desires such  things or colour. When 

he relishes a good dish and likes its taste, he actually seeks the 

object of gustatory sense that is called ( ) and so on. Though 

( ) is something perceptible and this-worldly object yet it is 

not immediately any of the five things like colour, sound and the 

like.  When a man desires money he does not desire the colour of 

the coin or the note. Nor does he seek the smell of it. How then can 

( ) be a ( ) for a ? For them, 

( ) alone is ( ) 26 ( ) in the sense of 

object of desire the five sorts of thing  ( ),  ( )

etc. constitute  (  ). The answer is that 

wealth or ( ) is a means of ( ). ( ) is end 

in itself and ( ) is an end as means; it is means of 

( ). Whether ( ) is a delicious dish or sensuous 

pleasure, it can be purchased by using wealth. ( ) thus 

becomes a means of the ( ) [where 

( ) means sensuous or perceptible objects of desire]. The 

means of a ( ) or of a desired end is also an end 

though it is an end . ( ) is an end in itself and 

( ) is an end as means of ( ). So far for as 

-s are concerned there can be only a scheme of two 

( ) — ( ) and ( ) both of 

which are (this) worldly things and desired by (this) worldly 

people.27   
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But there are people who are not  ( ) like the 

s and they belive in ( ) 28 The conception of 

 (roughly man) is different for a  and an 

( ). Again, the different groups of ( ) have 

different conceptions of puru a ( ). One  ( ) 

conception of ( ) is found in the which is a 

major source of the  philosophy. In this work the standard 

 conception of ( ) is stated thus ‘

’, i.e., a conscious body is ( ). For, such a 

( ) who is conscious (physical) body ( ) and 

( ) that bear reference to the  ( ) or other-

worldly state cannot have any significance. For, with the perceptible 

body that we (men) have we cannot enjoy the fruits of 

( ) which is ( ). With such a body we cannot 

also attain the state of ( ) [at least the final  ( ) or 

( )]. The ( ) conception of 

( ) is different. According to this conception, a ( ) is 

capable of having as his objects of seeking ( ) and 

( ). According to this conception, man is essentially an 

embodied  ( ) or a  ( ) which has body. So long a 

soul is embodied in a this-worldly body ( or ), he 

cannot attain  ( ) or ( ). Some such soul can be 

embodied in an ( or ). Such a soul can 

enjoy  and endeavour to attain ( ) through 

 ( ) which leads to  or 

 (  ) which is necessary to be 

practised for ( ). The actual attainment would imply that 

man (the soul) has left this-worldly body or body as such. Thus 

fourfold scheme of ( ) is for the  ( ) 
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only. For these people man as (embodied) soul survives after death 

or the destruction of the ( ). He can be 

embodied in a  ( ) and realize that  ( ) or 

pleasure which is called ( ). Or soul as disembodied (that 

is, the human soul in its disembodied state) can realize the 

(  ). The ( ) conception of 

( ) makes it possible to have as ( ) both 

( ) and ( ) as well as ( ) and ( ). So the 

scheme of fourfold ( ) implies the ( ) 

conception of ( ).  

In the scheme of fourfold ( ) [

( ) view of ( )] the ultimate ( ) 

is ( ) and this is the only 

( ) in which a philosophical doctrine of ( ) 

(PTP) is or can be interested. It has been explicitly said with 

reference to the  ;29 but it is true about all 

. There are different kinds of ( ). Those who 

are householders or  for them only ( ) or a 

scheme of threefold ( ) is appropriate. For those 

who are  ( ) or seeker of ( ), the scheme of 

one ( ) is (ultimately) appropriate. However, 

 ( ) or the authentic seeking of spiritual liberation is the 

result of long practice of ( ) ( ). So 

far all  ( ) have a fourfold ( ) to begin 

with. At certain stage of evolution or elevation man drops the first 

two ( ), ( ) and ( ). When man 

succeeds in elevating him further there remains only one 

( ) [ ( )] for him. So long a man is not 
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evolved to that extent, that is, so long he craves for (or 

prosperity in this world or the world after), he remains bound to the 

threefold ( ) [without ( )]. So, in the 

, R macandra inquired from Bhrata whether he was 

pursuing ( ) or not in such a way that the pursuit of one 

did not conflict with another.30  

    

 

  

One who is a ( ), not in the  sense of 

conscious but in the ( ) sense of embodied , 

desires not only perceptible sense objects that are desirable. A 

( ) in the ( ) sense desires  ( ) and 

also ( ). Such a ( ) may not consciously pursue 

right now the ends of  ( ) or ( ); he may want to 

be a worthy family man and a social man. For this he may feel that 

he needs such things as wealth [ ( )] and also pleasure 

[ ( )] of food and home, health and friendship and the like.  

He may also want to be just and moral ( ), for a man who is 

not just or moral cannot be considered a worthy member of a 

human society. In this sense besides seeking ( ) and 

( ) he may practice ( ) [not as ( ), a goal or 

end in itself] in the sense of dutiful actions. So  ( ) and 

( ) are not objects of his pursuit. However, unknown to 

him, the  and ( ) are also his - ( ). 

For what he explicitly believes implies that he admits  ( ) 

and ( ) to be also ( ). One who wants to 
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be  ( ) must perform duties or morally right . 

 ( ) is the result of some of the dutiful actions. Similarly, 

( ) is the result (direct or indirect) of  

(  ). So, who pursues ( ) also strives for the 

result of them. This is one argument why it is wrong to say that man 

may not want  ( ) or ( ) but only worldly goods 

and morality. To believe in morality or in the performance of dutiful 

actions is to accept its implication including  ( ) and 

( ). The second argument is that those who need worldly 

goods also want pleasure. These goods are desired objects that 

give them pleasure. It is, therefore, possible to generalize man’s 

need for worldly goods as his desire for ( ) and ( ) 

or as man’s need for pleasure. Pleasure in this sense is the only 

object of desire,  ( ) or ( ). Now, since  

( ) and ( ) are also forms of pleasure whoever seeks 

pleasure by implication accepts  ( ) and ( ) as 

objects of seeking or as ( ).  ( ) signifies 

maximum positive pleasure and ( ) signifies the ultimate 

‘negative’ pleasure; by negative pleasure we mean freedom from 

pain ( ). If now ( ) means what is desired or 

 ( ) as Madhus  said, then it is possible to 

generalize all ( ) and can be ultimately reduced 

to only one ( ) which is ( ). However, this 

( ) is the ( ) of the  ( ) and not of the 

( ). For the  ( ) only sensible and 

perceptible objects of desire are ( ). In the present case 

even imperceptible objects of desire like  ( ) and 

( ) are also ( ). There is one difficulty in describing both 

( ) and ( ) in the same way. V tsy yana in his 
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 on the  of Gautama has shown that for the 

pursuit of any goal other than ( ) one needs to have 

desire for that end. Thus any other ( ) implies that 

the man in question is subject to desires, inclinations and the like. 

Such men are called  ( ) or attached. For ( ) 

one must have  ( ) or detachment. A man who has 

transcended all attachments and does not seek anything (positive) 

is alone a true ( ). Hence, ( ) is the 

( ) only for those who have transcended all 

( ). We need to admit two - ( ) as end in 

themselves and not as end as means. ( ) is fundamentally 

different from ( ). And ( ) is more than sensuous 

pleasure or objects of sensuous pleasure. In a doctrine of 

( ) which will be acceptable to an ( ) 

we, therefore, need to understand ( ) too narrowly that is 

in the sense of the  ( ) or ’s and too generally 

in the sense in which it becomes the same as ( ).  

 Earlier we have seen that ( ) means the objects of 

senses that we seek. These objects are generally speaking five in 

number and they correspond to the five sense organs ( ) that 

we have. These sense objects, on the one hand, and ( ), on 

the other, are  ( ) and  (

). How are they related to the  (  

) called ( )? Let us take, for example, 

(  ). This ( ) and ( ) are 

mutually related as means and end. ( ) is needed to 

perform acts of ( ) like ( ), and in this sense 

( ) is a means of ( ). On the other hand, through 
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performing the ( ) of teaching, say, one can earn one’s 

livelihood, if teaching is a prescribed way of earning for him. Similar 

things can be said about ( ) and ( ). The desired 

objects of pleasure [ ( )] can be procured by spending 

money [ ( )]. So far ( ) is related to ( ) as 

means. On the other hand, one seeks ( ) only when he 

turns it into his object of desire [ ( )]. ( ) in such a 

case is pursued as ( ). In the  of Valmiki 

 R ma was taught how a king should rule his kingdom. 

In this connection he suggested that ( ), ( ) and 

( ) all three should be pursued in such a way that the 

pursuit of one does not conflict with the pursuit of the other.  

( ) in the sense of greed ( ) should not be allowed to defeat all 

the pursuit of all the three - ( ). Similarly, the 

pursuit of ( ) should not be allowed to defeat the pursuit of 

( ) or the pursuit of ( ) should not be allowed to 

conflict with the pursuit of ( ). It was even suggested that if 

all the three cannot be pursued at the same time, we should pursue 

them at different times.31  

There are other senses of ( ) as well. We need to 

discuss in particular both ( ) and  ( ). For, in a 

sense,  is a form of ( ); it is not ordinary ( )

but sublime ( ). Another thing we need to discuss is the 

relation between  ( ) and ( ). Referring to 

Gau ap da’s   has distinguished 

 ( ) and ( ). It has been said that  ( ) 

signifies actual (physical) consumption. But ( ) is enjoying 

the same objects but only in thought or contemplation and not 
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actually or physically.32 It has been said that both ( ) and 

 ( )  mental purusuit of objects of pleasure and physical 

pursuit of them — are equally detrimental to the pursuit of 

( ). ( ) ( ) and ( ) are incompatible.  

( ) is understood not just as love. For this English word also 

denotes the love play which is utterly a physical act of humans or 

even animals. When  ( ) is understood as love it is first 

understood in a broad sense so that Platonic love is also love. It 

may be nearer to prem ( ) which implies among other things 

 ( ) in the sense of love play. But this ( ) 

involves  ( ). This is clear from the treatment 

of the subject in works like . In our context also love 

as  ( ) as distinguished from ( ) refers not to 

pleasures of the senses which love and ( ) in the narrow 

sense mean.  ( ) is not desire for objects of sense. Such 

objects, even when they are beloved persons, are things other than 

the person who desires and are outside him ( ). The true object 

of ( ) in the sense of  ( ) is one’s own soul. In the 

ultimate and strict sense of it ( ) has for its object the soul 

( ) of the person in question. In this sense primary object of 

( ) is one’s soul and, in the second place, it is object which 

is related to this soul. Such related objects include one’s wife and 

sons and daughters and so on.  ( ) is primarily desire for the 

internal objects and not the external objects of the senses. Such 

 ( ) also is a form of attachment, even if it is an attachment of 

a superior kind. But when the object of love or superior or highest 

attachment ( ) is the loving God Himself,  ( ) is 

transformed into ( ). It has been said ‘ ’ 

( ), meaning thereby ( ) is the highest love 
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when it is placed to God. Sometimes it appears from the Vai ava 

literature that true  ( ) is a matter that cannot be realized in 

the ordinary physical plane and in ( ). From the 

text like  it appears that  ( ) or at least 

 ( ) is a superior kind of emotion. It is superior to 

( ) and even of ordinary ( ). So  ( ) is also 

referred to as ( ). 

  In the  we find many discussions about 

( ) in the ordinary sense of attachment ( ) or its source. The 

 also tells us about the cause and effect of ( ) 33 It is 

said there that regular association ( ) with something produces in 

us a craving for it ( ) Suppose someone does not actually or 

physically mix with something or some person but he constantly 

thinks about it in his mind. His external sense organ is not operative 

here but his internal sense organ ( ) is operative. Due to 

constantly thinking about it the man will develop what is called 

( ). It means he will develop the view that the thing is a 

source of my pleasure.34 From such sense there arises a desire of 

the form ‘may I have this thing, may it be mine’. This is called 

( ). Thus attachment ( ) in the sense of the belief that a thing is 

the source of my pleasure leads to the desire of the form ‘let it be 

mine’. This is ( ). Having told us how ( )

originates, the  tells us that such ( ) leads to anger 

( ) when one is prevented from having the object for which he 

has ( ). The process does not end there. It ultimately leads 

to man’s ruin.  

There are many references to ( ) as something that is 

harmful and lowly; it is something bad and should be avoided. But 
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sometimes completely different things have been said about 

( ). This makes the subject of ( ) most interesting and 

also difficult to understand. How to reconcile all the negative and 

positive things said about ( )? We are to hold either that 

there are different meanings of the word ( ) or there are 

many different aspects of ( ).  

In the  and the  there are many references of 

( ) and discussions about it. In some places ( ) is 

the original creative force, it is the source of this universe. It has 

been said that there was a time when only the ultimate reality 

(  or God or )  was there. It has been said 

‘ ’.35 From this one came the whole world of 

multiplicity when the One desired to create or be many, it desired 

( ) or felt that it needed a companion.36 So, He divided Himself 

into two. This is the beginning of the creation of the rest of the 

Universe. ( ) is thus the most basic creative force. 

Everything that is created originates ultimately in the desire [

( )] for it. There are a number of things to note here. First, what 

is the form and requirement of complete fulfillment? Is not God 

completely fulfilled in Himself?  According to the standard view, 

God is perfect and He has no want or need and therefore no 

( ). He is ( ). Then what does it 

mean to say that He wanted a companion, a second being? It has 

been even said in the that he needed a 

wife.37 How exactly are we supposed to understand such passages 

of the ?  has elaborately and lucidly 

discussed the sense of these passages. We are here interested in 

the view of the ( ). Here 
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( ) means God [ ( )] on the one hand 

and on the other the embodied soul (as we are) which is under the 

spell of  ( ). ( ) is subject 

to ( ). And where such ( ) resides is called 

( ).  has noted that there are primarily at least 

three loka-s:  ( ) or the abode of men,  

( ) or abode of dead ancestors and the  ( ) or 

the abode of the deities. Now every man wants to grow and be 

happy. The growth signifies move towards higher and better. For 

men who are the inhabitants of the  ( ) the 

(immediate higher) goal is to attain  ( )38. This 

 ( ) or the pleasure or happiness it stands for [namely 

( )] is the end ( ) that man seeks. The means or the 

 ( ) of this  ( ) or  ( ) are wife 

( ), son ( ), wealth ( ) and  (dutiful actions or  

) 39 The  says that the one desired a wife; but what for? 

 says, He wanted a wife in order to qualify for 

performing the dutiful actions that would lead to  ( ) or 

( ).  ( ) within which are included  

(household animals like cow) and  ( ) also are needed for 

 ( ) the result of which is ( ).   

At one point in his discussion  noted that 

( ) is innumerable as the [object of )] is 

also innumerable. As internal state of desire ( ) is not one 

but many and as object of such desire also ( ) is many. 

But we use singular number when we enumerate ( ) as a 

( ). Another ( ) is ( ) or 

( ). And the third is ( ). Just there are many 
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individual ( ) so also there are many individual 

( ) and ( ). Yet there is a way of generalizing them. 

 says among all perceptible things man finds nothing 

to be desired ( ) if it is not an end of life ( ) or its means 

( ). ( ) as things desired  are then only two (that is, of 

two kinds). It is either the  (means) or it is the end ( ). 

But these are two forms of the same thing ( ) or 

( ). The object of ( ) is  ( ) such as 

( ). So the original ( ) is  ( )  But 

the  ( ) signifies long lasting pleasure which the 

 ( ) or deities enjoy. These  ( ) are 

distinguished from men in many different ways. One difference is 

that the  ( ) have  ( ) or body fit to 

enjoy the superior pleasures available in the  and men 

have  ( ) or ( ).  The 

body of the  ( ) or deities ( ) is superior and is fit 

for the soul which has such  ( ) to enjoy the superior 

 (pleasure) or ( ). In the there 

is description of the superior pleasure which  ( ) or one 

who has  ( ) can enjoy.40 There is a Sanskrit word 

‘abhyudaya’ ( ) which can be translated as prosperity and 

covers pleasures of all the three ( ). Anything that is less 

than ( ) but which man seeks and becomes happy to get 

is generally known as prosperity or mark of prosperity. The superior 

pleasure called ( )41 is a state of abhyudaya ( ) in 

this sense.  

The result so far is this: ( ) is either pleasure or is the 

means of pleasure. And the pleasure is eiher the inferior pleasure 
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of this world or the superior pleasure of the other worlds like the 

( ) and ( ). When 

( ) is a means it can be the means of some other 

( ) as its end.  When one desires for wife ( or 

) or wealth ( ) so that one can practice ( ) like 

y ga ( ) one’s desire [ ( )] as well as the object of desire 

[ ( )] wife etc. is means of ( ) which is a 

( ). Such ( ) is usually 

 ( ). The practice of such ( ) secures 

such purufiaction as is needed for (superior)  (experience of 

higher pleasure). Such purification is called 

( ) or purification that makes one eligible for higher 

pleasure.  

By (  ) is to be understood not just 

 ( ) or desire; nor again any object of desire or 

( ). It is to be understood as desire for certain particular (or 

particular kind of) thing. Such thing is either pleasure in general or a 

certain particular kind of pleasure. Nobody can deny that pleasure 

is  ( ) or object of desire. We may think that man desires 

so many things from money to music and from food to fire. But all 

these have one common property, they all yield pleasure (under 

suitable conditions). So as means to pleasure or as pleasing things 

money, food, music and fire are ( ).  ( ) 

means object of desire.42  But when we say ( ) is a 

( ) we cannot say that ( ) or desire is an 

object of desire. For desire is not pleasure. Just as ( ) 

means pleasure in general so also it sometimes means a specific 

kind of pleasure called ( ). Here the object of 
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desire is ( ). It is the ( ). But  ( ) is 

( ) or desired because it is a means of pleasure of a 

distinct kind. It has been said in the that the ultimate 

object of desire is the dear self itself. We love or desire such other 

things that are related in a certain way to self.43 Man considers his 

wife dear or son and daughter dear because they are related to self 

in a particular way. It has been said so in the 

.44 Such a soul which is so much attached to itself 

actually recreates itself as (its) son by mixing with his wife.45  

( ) is said to be an object of desire and ( ) is a means 

of it. Thus desire for self, desire for wife, desire for son and 

marriage are all related. For complete success of marriage a man 

and his woman need to know all these and have correct knowledge 

not only of the ethics of marriage but also of the  

( ) or ( ).46    

So far we have considered ( ) in two senses, as 

desire in general and as pleasure and sexual gratification. In course 

of given exposition to the relevant thoughts in the matter of the 

Naiy yikas as expressed in  of 

n th Kavir j47 has said the same thing. Let us quote from 

Kavir j-ji. “The , the ‘Ends of man’, are usually counted 

as four in number, called by the collective name of 

( ) — the fourfold group. These are (1) ( ), (2) 

( ), (3) ( ) and (4) ( ). On analysis of human 

aspirations it would appear that 

).”48 Kaviraj-ji has also 

stated certain way of classifying the - ( ) and the 

rationale behind classifying them in that way Kavir j ji maintains that 
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though there is no (or practically no49) difference among thinkers of 

different schools regarding ( ), ( ), and ( ) 

there is great difference regarding the view of pleasure being the 

highest  ( ) as the saka-s are believed to 

hold.50 For, the Naiy yikas hold that the highest ( ) 

is of the nature of absence of pain. Among those who hold that the 

highest  ( ) is the eternal pleasure, there is 

difference whether this pleasure is  ( ) or the 

divine love that is  ( ) or  ( ). The means of 

 ( ) is knowledge but of the latter or the ( ) 

 ( ) the means is  ( ).51  

 

( ): 

  We will note some of the important details about this 

( ) which were not discussed earlier. According to Dr.S. 

Radhakrishnan, ‘By far the most debated concept in Indian thought 

and the one that has raised the maximum number of controvercies is 

the concept of, indeed, next to the concept of reality, is the 

most important concept in indian thought.’52 The most debated 

concept in Indian thought is ‘ ( ). P. K. Mahapatra has said 

‘The meaning of  and its implication are so complex and so 

variegated that in the depth of this single word lies an entire Indian 

civilization that is typically Indian. In spite of numerous senses in 

which this word has been used by Indian thinkers, philosophers, 

moralists and theologians, the word or the concept is frequently used 

and understood by the common Indian.’ 53 The  is 

regarded as the fifth  and an authoritative text on all the 

 ( ).54 Both R ma and Yudhisthira are symbol of 
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 ( ). Prof. Samiran Chandra Chakrabarti said ‘The Vedic 

value system resulted in the concept of the set of values called 

caturvarga. …..These values are, in Sanskrit, called the , 

objects or aim of man’s existence’.55  

( ) has been defined in the Hindu Tradition in many 

ways. Now, let us mention some of the most important senses of the 

term ‘  ( ).56 

1. As ‘upholder or supporter or sustainer’ (  I. 187.1 and 

X. 92.2), 

2. As ‘religious ordinance and rites’(  I.22.18, V. 26.6, 

VIII.43.24 and IX 64.1); the primeaval or first ordinances, 

‘ ’ (  II, 17.1) and ancient ordinances 

‘ ’ (  II 3.1),  

3. As ‘fixed principls or rules of conduct’,( , IV.53.3, 

V.63.7, VI 70.1 and VIII. 89.5), 

4. As ‘merit acquired by the performance of religious rites’ 

( , XI.9.17),  

5. As ‘the whole body of religious (and moral?) duties (

, VII.17), and  

6.  As  in the , which 

envisages as denoting moral duties of the three (or 

four?) different stages of a person’s life?  

Since we are talking about dharma as purusartha, for our 

present purpose senses 3 and 6 are important. According to abar 

Sw mi, ‘whatever is a means to the well-being of humanity and of the 

world at large is dharma’57. According to Godabarish Mishra,58 

( ) is the basic as well as regulatory principle of all ethical principles. 
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  Though ( ) is counted as a ( ) yet it 

is doubtful whether we can take ( ) as a ( ) 

in the sense of end in itself. We have discussed two sense of the word 

( ) earlier. Either it is  (  ) [an end 

which is ( )] or it is  ( ) or end 

as means. In the latter sense of morally right  or duty, 

( ) can hardly be an end in itself. Some radical moralist may hold 

that ( ) in the sense of duty is the end in itself. However the 

two standard views about ( ) (in India) hold it to be a means. 

Accordingly even if it is a good or an end, it is not a good or end in 

itself but only good .  ( ) alone is a good or end in 

itself and is unconditionally an end. In his   1.1.2. 

Ka da says ‘ ’.59  In this statement the 

word “ ” literally means from which. Thus ( ) is here said 

to be that from which man gets both prosperity ( ) and 

 ( ). ( ) is thus said to be the source or 

 also of liberation or ( ). ( ) is the only 

unconditional end in itself which is permanent and it is not associated 

with suffering.  Further ( ) is the one means of all 

the other -s ( ). There is no sense in saying that 

( ) is the means of ( ). So  ( ) is a 

means of the other three  ( ): ( ), ( ) 

and ( ). The important point for us here is that ( ) 

is a means of other -s ( ). So [even if it is itself a 

( )]60 it cannot be denied that it is a means of some 

other ( ). In fact it is believed to be a means of all the 

other three - . These other  ( ) are 

grouped under two heads. One is  ( ) and this 

includes all prosperities of this world or of the other world. ( ) 
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or wealth and pleasures or ( ) of all kinds are included in the 

class of ( ). ( ) forms a class by itself it is 

and belongs to the class of  ( ). We will soon return 

to the question in which sense ( ) is a means of other 

 ( ).  

The second statement of the meaning of the word 

( ) and the nature of the thing ( ) is found in the  

1.1.2 of Jaimini. It reads “ ”.61 The word “ ” 

means  ( ). Both these words are names of those 

statements of the Veda that are in the imperative mood and enjoin 

duties or morally right actions of man. Thus codon  ( ) is moral 

imperative and only certain utterances of the . The other word 

‘ ’ is to be understood as “informs”62. Accordingly, the 

expression ‘ ’ means ‘informed by the statements in the 

imperative mood of the Veda’. So far ( ) (duties or dutiful 

actions) is ( ), i.e. injunction of Vidhi. The 

 in question as a whole means the following. ( ) is 

that action which we know from some moral imperative ( - ) 

of the  and which is useful (or which will serve some purpose).  

In the  there are different kinds of statements of which  

( ) form one kind. A  ( ) statement (or better sentence) is 

in the imperative mood. Such sentences  actions as duties. 

So far they are prescriptive utterances; our word for prescriptive 

sentence is  ( ). A  ( ) or 

 (roughly moral imperative) is called  (

) because it induces or casues (is the janaka of)  ( ) 

or volition.  However, in India it is admitted that the same sentence 

can be both prescriptive ( ) and informative ( ). A 
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 ( ) informs us ( ) of a certain duty and obliges us to 

do that duty; so it is  ( ) in respect of that action.  

Such actions or duties are of two kinds, 

 ( ) and  (  

)63. Many people mistake that  (  

) as those that have no result or no positive result. It is a 

mistake that  (  ) is not 

necessarily the ( ) or ( ). 

 ( ) are held to have no result or no positive 

result. But both  ( ) and 

 (  ) produce at least  ( ) 

or purification. So far there is no difference between these two 

types of ( ). But the purifications they produce are of 

different kinds. The performance of the  

( ) produces such ( ) or purification which is 

necessary for the eligibility for higer or superior kind of pleasure. 

Such purification is called ( ). The 

performance of the  (  ) leads to 

such purification that enables man to have knowledge or 

( ). Such  ( ) is, therefore, called 

( ).  ( ) in this context means the right 

knowledge of the true nature of the soul or  

( ).  We did not discuss these points in detail in our 

earlier discussion of ( ). Through producing 

( )  (

) becomes a means of the pleasure called  ( ) or 

the object of ( ) called  ( ). 

( ) becomes a means of ( ) by 
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helping a man to have ( ) that is necessary for 

( ). Anyway, ( ) is a means of ( ) or 

( ). We have already discussed how and why ( ) 

( ) is the means of ( ) and ( ). Thus it is 

reconfirmed that ( ) is the means of all the other three 

 ( ). So, it is itself  ( ) as end and 

also as means. And since it is means of all the -

( ) other than itself it is the most basic of all 

( ). We would also like to suggest that if we eventually find a 

fith or a sixth  ( ) then ( ) must be a basis 

of it also.   

( )

There are two major contexts of ( ) or 

(  ). One is the context of practice and the 

other is the context of theory. In the first context the  issue is 

what we need  in order to attain ( ). Systems like 

Yoga64 and Tantra or  65 primarily keeps this 

context in view. Here also the idea of ( ) matters but this 

is expected to be expounded fully and primarily in other systems of 

knowlwdge particularly philosophical systems like khya, 

V ika, , , Bauddha and so on.  In these sytems 

also we inqure about the  ( ) but this 

 ( ) is mainly ( ). Practices leading to 

( ) and the details of these practices are not discussed in the 

philosophical systems. We are here mainly interested in some 

details about the idea of ( ) which we 

could not include earlier.  
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 In the chapter on philosophical theory of ( ) 

or PTP we will discuss only two versions of PTP. Both of them are 

versions of the ( ) philosophy.  ( ) 

philosophies also have there own version or versions of PTP. 

Secondly, the two versions of PTP that we will discuss are 

 ( ) forms of PTP or the versions of PTP which we 

find in the philosophies that belong to the ( ) tradition or 

Tradition. It is necessary that we take note of, though 

briefly, PTPs available in systems of thought that belong to the 

 tradition. Here  ( ) tradition means the tradition 

of  or the . The versions of PTP what we will discuss here 

are belong to this tradition. There are versions of PTP that belong 

to the tradition also. Here means Tantra.  

Normally Indian philosophies ( ) are grouped under two 

heads: ( ) and ( ). The familiar forms of 

( ) philosophies belong to the  or the  

( ) tradition. In standard philosophical discussions or 

Tantra theories of ( ) are not discussed.  

PTP or -V ika PTP belongs to the tradition of 

( ); they are  versions of PTP. The same is true about 

the views of  ( ) or ( ) of 

other four standard ( ) schools of philosophy. But the 

tradition or  theories of  ( ) and 

( ) are different from the 

( ) theories as well as the theories of the  ( ) or the 

 tradition. The ( ) tradition and the  

( ) tradition are different but not  each other. The 

 ( ) tradition is opposed to the  tradition. This is 
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one reason why Tantra or the tradition and the theories 

belonging to this tradition cannot be treated as versions of the 

 ( ) view. They also do not belong to the  ( ) 

tradition. The final source of the tradition is not 

( ) 66  is the teachings of God or Goddess.67 So there is 

some justification for the view that the and  

traditions are different but not opposed; and none of these is a 

 ( ) tradition. 

For the reason stated above we should, it seems, discuss (i) 

some  ( ) version of PTP and (ii) some Tantra form of 

PTP in addition to the (the ) versions of PTP we discussed 

so far. Many people think that Tantra is not  (philosophy) 

and in a philosophical discussion of ( ), it is not 

necessary to discuss the Tantra view of ( ). However, 

according to some great Indian philosophers of the past and some 

great scholars of recent times, it is appropriate to discuss Tantra 

view in philosophical works. We may give three examples. Mm. 

n th Kavir j in recent time noticed the influence of 

 (which is also known as   or 

) on such standard  or  tradition as -

V ika and Yoga68. Secondly, rya in his 

 has devoted one chapter on the 

which is also known as . 

This shows that he has taken at least this Tantra as a form of 

philosophical system. In the third place, we note that  

has taken serious note of the view of when he 

discussed ( ) 69 In the literature of 

classical Indian philosophy in general or of the - V ika 
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School in particular  is a great figure and he took 

notice of the conception of ( ) of the 

.  Anyway, earlier we could not discuss the  ( ) 

version of PTP on the one extreme and the (philosophical) 

version of PTP on the other extreme. 

Many think that among  ( ) the Buddhist 

philosophers have their own theory of ( ) or 

( ) yet the  s do not believe in 

( ) and so they cannot have a PTP of any form. Others 

may say that their conception of ( ) may be different but 

in their own way they admit ( ). They can argue that 

( ) is nothing but death. For the central part of the 

meaning of ( ) is such a state that if one attains 

( )  then one is never reborn; he never returns to this world. 

There is no further return ( ) from a state of ( ). 

For the s, once one is dead he never returns to life; there is 

no further return ( ). They say ‘

’, where do we see that the body which has been burnt and 

reduced to ashes returns back? This similarity with ( ) in 

its standard sense makes death ( ) the same thing as 

( ).  However, there is one difficulty to hold that according to the 

s death is ( ). If this difficulty was not there we 

could easily say that the  School of philosophy admits 

( ) but ( ) according to this school is death and 

nothing else. Even ordinary men do not seek unhappiness, sorrow 

or suffering. And for such men death is a thing to be afraid of. No 

normal and ordinary man wants to die. Every such man considers 

death to be painful. And what is painful and hence not an object of 
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desire can be a  ( ). PTP is a philosophical theory 

of ( ). And death is not a ( ). So 

the above view of the  that no dead man returns to life 

cannot be considered as a theory of  ( ). 

( ) must be a state of positive pleasure of some 

kind or it must be freedom, of some kind, from pain. How can death 

be a  ( )? Besides, there are arguments to show 

that the s are mistaken to think that every death is the final 

death. It is only about the final death that a  has said 

‘… ’70. a  distinguishes the death of a 

liberated soul from the death of an ordinary man and asks “who is 

(really) dead, ‘ ?’. And then he answers ‘ ’ - 

who will not die a second time. Only he is really dead who will not 

have to die again. Such men are those who will never be born 

again. Till a man’s all  ( ) and  

( ) are destroyed he cannot escape the necessity of rebirths 

and successive deaths. The visible end of life in death is not the 

end of the necessity of rebirth and successive death. For all these 

reasons it is unacceptable to hold that there can be a version of 

PTP according to which there is only one (ultimate) 

( ) which is death. And this is the  version of PTP or 

the conception of ( ) according to the 

 philosophy.   

From what has just been said one should not think that the 

 philosophy does not admit that there is one ultimate goal 

of life or one final ( ).   

has presented or interpreted the  view of final 

( ) and traced it to their conception of ( ).  According 
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to him, the s believe that there is one ultimate 

( ). If one likes to call it ( ) on this ground, then 

according to this conception ( ) is the ultimate 

( ). It will be still questioned what the s call the 

ultimate is really ultimate or not. It is also not the final  

( ) of the standard PTPs we discussed. The s 

know that it cannot be of the nature of ( ) or suffering. 

  tells us that according to the  

PTP the final puru artha ( ) is ( ).71 They 

understand by ( ) the highest kind of pleasure and 

pleasure is a positive good. This view of ( ) is consistent 

with the other tenets of the  philosophy. One such tenet is 

that only sensuous perception is the source of knowledge. Another 

such tenet is that man is a body — a living and conscious . It is 

not, what some other schools of Indian philosophy maintain, a 

conscious ( ). This  view of ( ) is 

a form of PTP and according to it ultimately speaking 

( ) is one. There is no reason why the s should deny 

that ( ) is a ( ). But for them it will be a 

( ) only  of the ultimate (

) which is ( ). This ( ) is a good as end in 

itself. Like some ( ) , the  

 also admits that ( ) is one. The 

s further maintain that this one ( ) is 

( ). This  view is better described as a  ( ) 

version of PTP.  

Now the question is: Can we accept this view of the 

s? The s are right when they understand by the 
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word ‘  ( ) as ( ) 

( ); ( ) is what ( ) 

needs. The  have nothing to say against this. The crucial 

question is: What we should understand by the word 

( ).72 We noted that one imporatnat tenet of the  

philosophy is that perception is the only source of knowledge and 

truth. The s hold that we have perceptual evidence for the 

existence of the physical body (which the  also associate73 

with a man). So they admit the existence of body and this is found 

to be accepted by all including the . The  may74 

admit that this body has sense organ. But they would not admit a 

sense organ in the sense in which a Naiy yika admits the sense 

organ of a man. The dead body of a man is not also ( ) 

for it is neither living75 nor conscious. ( ) means a 

 physical body which every one of us has. It is also 

perceptually evident that we (the conscious bodies) crave for 

sensuous or bodily pleasure; we desire it. So it is perceptually 

evident that we have ( ) in the sense of desire ( ). And 

we have ( ) in the sense of object of such desire; in this 

latter sense ( ) means things like perceptible smell, taste 

and the like. So ( ) is a  ( ). And everyone 

including the  also admits ( ). 

The s do not admit in addition any (permanent) soul or 

permanent pleasure. For, there is no perceptual evidence for their 

existence. So for the s the ( ) and ( ) 

of the FVP list of -s ( ) have no existence or reality. 

The  admit that these two are not perceptible; they are 

( ). Though ( ) is a ( ) it is 

not ( ) in the ultimate sense of the term. Man 
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needs or wants ( ) only because it could secure pleasure. 

So in the ultimate sense ( ) is the only ( ). 

So the s are  ( ), 

that is, they are people who admit ( ) alone as 

( ). The  admit  ( ) and ( ) on the 

basis of which they call  (authoritative 

sentence which produces in the hearer correct knowledge). It may 

be thought that they admit these on the strength of inference or 

( ). But according to the , like the Naiy yika-

s, for an  ( ) to be a  ( ) it must not 

contradict the teachings of the which is ultimately the  

or ( ). The -s 

argue that and controlled ( ) are not 

 ( ); they do not give us knowledge or truth. So there 

is only  ( ) which is  ( ) and there is only 

one ( ) and that is ( ).  

This view is to be rejected for reasons that we cannot discuss 

here in detail. Many scholars76 of different schools of 

philosophy have convincingly shown that the s are wrong 

when they reject  ( ) or 

 ( ) or suggest that man is nothing but a conscious 

physical body. So we admit that the  view is only one 

version of PTP. This version of PTP is unacceptable. Now we turn 

to the  or Tantra form of PTP.                                            

In the standard philosophical texts and discussions on the 

subject much is not said about the conception of ( ) in the 

literature of tantra. Some may think that it is justified as tantra and 

philosophy ( ) are different. This is true, yet all trantas are not of 
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the same type. Some tantras or some branches of the same tantra 

is mainly a system of knowledge ( ). The 

school and  or are examples77. 

rya in his book  has devoted 

a whole chapter on  ( ) and has 

given the name  ( ) to it. What is 

more important for us that the Great c rya of the Ny ya and 

V ika schools of philosophy,  has discussed the 

conception of ( ) in his rather 

comprehensive treatment of the subject in his book  

which is an elucidation ( ) of Pra da’s 

. In his treatment of the subject 

 discussed the view of the  or 

philosophy.78  He has also noted many different ideas of 

( ) proposed by scholars of different schools of thought.79 Among 

these schools of thought the branch80 of 

or  is one.  

According to the ultimate reality is God 

iva. Since hiva is  ( ) and He has no second so 

Pratyabhijñ  is also called 81. There are 

four principal   of Advita , 

 of Yogac ra Bauddhas,  of the 

Vaiy kara as and  of Trik Tantra. The  

( ) or iva of Pratyabhijñ  though One and has no 

second (He is  or non-dual) yet He is to be distinguished 

from the absolute non-dual of the Advita  system. 

 does not have even any property or , Brahaman is 

( )  but the God hiva of Pratyabhijñ  
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has different  ( ) including ( ) and  

( ). Both hiva and His ( ) are real. It is not like the 

 ( ) of the  of the . This 

 ( ) is different from  but it is not real [not 

 ( ) but ( )]. In spite of admitting both God and 

his  ( ), and admitting them both as real, Pratyabhijñ

 retains its monism; it remains a form of .  To 

make this possible it is held in the Pratyabhijñ  that  

( ) and that which has it (the ) is one and the same.  

Now the question is: What is ( ) according to this 

Pratyabhijñ ? Realization of the ultimate and most 

fundamental principle of reality ( ) is ( ). This is 

admitted by all. Only the nature etc. of this   (ultimate 

reality) differs from one system to another. In it is 

 or hiva ( ). So to realize  or ) is 

( ) here. But  has many  that are not different from 

. Can we say then that to realize the  ( ) or 

  ( ) of  is ( )? Following 

Abhinavagupta p da, Swami Laksana Joo has discussed this in his 

work82 and said it is not so. ( ) is realizing the 

 of God in which are merged His both  ( ) 

and ( ).83  

In his   notes that according to 

( ) is ( ) and 

 ( ) is ( ); “

”84 Neither  in his nor Gourin th 

astri in his Bengali elucidation has fully explained these two 

notions of ( ) and ( ). It is not easy 
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to do so here also. But briefly and simply speaking according to the 

( ) is God realization (

). This means when one knows the real nature of God then 

one becomes liberated or ( ). Now what is the true nature 

( ) of ? It is His ( ) or  

( ). This ( ) is nothing other than God or iva. 

God is  ( ), His nature is 

 ( ). So according to this , 

 ( ) and  (

) are one and the same.85 Since God is 

( ) and Jiva is not really anything other than God 

then God realization and self realization is the same thing. When 

Jiva realizes, that is, arrives at the immediate realizatioin ( ) 

of his own  ( ) or 

( ) he becomes liberated.86   

 rejects this view of the . 

His reason is that  ( ) is not in itself or as such a 

state of bondage or ( ). For ( ) is a state of 

suffering or ( ). If  ( ) is at all 

( ) it is so because it causes ( ) 87 Then if 

( ) means the cessation of this ( ) and its causes 

then that is acceptable to the V ikas (and the Naiy ikas). 

Finally, he says the nature of ( ) is what the V ikas 

say and what is the minimum sense of the word. It being the 

minimum sense every school of philosophy has to admit it.  Thus 

( ) is the final and absolute ( )  ( ) 

of ( ) which is unconditional evil or ( )88.  
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There are three objections to this position of the V ika. 

First objection is that the V ikas should make their position 

clear. Do they mean that  ( ) is such annihilation of 

( ) plus abundance ( or ) of pleasure? Or 

do they say along with the annihilation of ( ) ( ) 

means or implies a state in which sukha ( ) is also annihilated. If 

they mean the second then they are wrong as annihilation of  

( ) cannot be ( ) which is desirable for men. 

The second point is that many believe, and it seems to be correct, 

that human effort or striving presupposes that there should be 

some  result [  ( )] which is ( ) 

for man to strive for. Those who strive for ( ) actually 

strive for  (which is a positive state) and not  for 

such negative state as ( ). The third 

objection is that the effort required for the annihilation of 

( ) does not make good sense.  

 answered each of these objections in his 

. His answer to the first objection is that the V ika 

means by ( ) annihilation of all ( ) and also of 

all ( ). The opponents object that  ( ) is what man 

desires; its annihilation cannot be something that man seeks or 

needs. In reply to this it is said that we need to clarify the ordinary 

belief that man desires  ( ) or pleasure. Any intelligent or 

discerning man knows  pleasures are not truly desirable. To be 

desirable it is not enough to be pleasure; for, some pleasures are 

associated with greater pain. Ultimately only such pleasure is 

desirable on final analysis which is not  by  pain89 and is 

not otherwise associated with greater pain. It follws that permanent 
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pleasure which is not associated with greater pain can be the true 

object of seeking or desire. The pleasures which ordinary and 

ignorant men seek are not permanent. -V ika 

philosophers found that there is no permanent pleasure. So there is 

nothing which is really an object of seeking. Therefore if some 

pleasure is also annihilated along with the annihilation of 

( ), then that pleasure is not really a pleasure but ( ) or 

pain. Even if it is not pain in itself, it is still a pain since it is 

necessarily associated with pain or even followed by pain. The 

V ikas say pleasures that are annihilated in the state of 

( ) are not pure or unmixed pleasure. They are such pleasure as 

is necessarily associated with pain ( ). Though we do not 

want the annihilation of pure  ( ) yet we want to get rid of 

even pleasure if it is necessarily related to pain or is necessarily 

followed by pain. It is in this sense only that the V ika 

conception of ( ) entails that in the state of ( ) 

there is neither  ( ) nor ( ). It is total annihilation 

of all the  ( ) of self that are also 

impermanent. Within this class of  ( ) are 

included both ( ) and ( ).  

Answer to the second objection is clear now. If man cannot 

have permanent and unmixed pleasure (for such pleasures do not 

exist) then the best thing for man to seek is (absolute) freedom 

from  pain. There is nothing absurd or unnatural in seeking 

freedom from pain. A man who is suffering from severe headache 

wants to be relieved from this pain. This he wants to secure by 

taking medicine. He takes medicine not for getting any pleasure as 

such but for securing relief from pain. So we cannot say man does 
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not or cannot strive for freedom from pain but only for some positive 

state of pleasure. yana has said that it is a matter of 

common experience that we speak of absence of pain as 

( )90. A man who has become exhausted after walking a long 

distance carrying a heavy load on his head gives expression of 

happiness ( ) when he gets the opportunity for off loading. This 

shows that sometimes freedom from pain is as desirable as some 

state of positive pleasure. The third objection  

considers has been noted by  also in his 

. We may return to it later.  

 has noted that different schools of thought 

have understood different things by ( ). The idea of 

( ) they have is significantly different. But a necessary 

 of all these different ideas is that in the state of ( ) 

there is no suffering or ( ). So far as the V ikas (and 

also yikas) hold that  ( ) consists in complete 

freedom from pain, no school of thought can object to ya-

V ika position.91 Gaur th stri has raised an objection that 

according to ,  ( ) is not (

).92 But he seems to have missed the point. Those who hold 

mukti ( ) is  ( ) or  ( ) they 

also would hold that in the state of ( ) there is no 

suffering. Thus freedom from suffering is the   of the 

meaning of the word ‘  ( ) as it is used in different schools. 

Besides  ( ) is  ( ) not because he is  

( ) but because he is  ( ) or 

( ). This ( ) of 

 ( ) could not count as  ( ) if it were a state of 
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mixed pleasure, mixed with suffering. So the Ved ntins say 

( ) is ( ). According to them 

the ( ) which is the  ( ) of  ( ) is 

something which is unmixed with pain or suffering. Thus 

 is right when he says all must admit that 

( ) is ( ). In saying this he means 

whatever else one means by  ( ) he at least means 

freedom from or annihilation of suffering. We have discussed in 

PTP chapter the  conception of ( ) in detail; here 

we only discuss the point raised against  by 

Gour n th stri.  is right when he says that there is 

no difference of opinion among thinkers of different schools that it is 

necessary for ( ) that ( ) is to be completely 

annihilated. Some may at the most say that in addition to the 

annihilation of ( ) there must be positive pleasure or 

( ). According to these people, the absence of 

( ) is a  condition of ( ). It is not the whole of 

( ) or not the  condition of ( ).  

Now the ntins to hold such a 

view? Gour n th stri thinks that the answer to this question must 

be in the affirmative. We do not have the scope to discuss this 

technical point in detail. The actual position of the analytical 

 philosophy is that, according to , ( ) is 

nothing but  ( ) itself. And this  ( ) is by 

nature  ( ). On final analysis this  ( ) is 

nothing but the absence of pain ( ). To put it differently 

ntins  

( ) is mukti ( ). This 
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( ) is something negative; it is referred to by the word 

( ) ( ). Thus, according to the  also, 

( ) is something negative.   

 anticipates that the  Bauddha can 

argue that a V ika yika must admit that for 

( ) annihilation of  ( ) will also be necessary. For 

according to -V ika,  ( ) is the inherence  

of ( ). If for ( ) the annihilation of causes of 

( ) is necessary, then it is to be admitted that unless 

 ( ) is destroyed there cannot be ( ). On the 

other hand if V ika or yika admits that  ( ) is 

annihilated [in the state of ( )] then he must admit 

( ). In other words, they must convert to 

Buddhism. In reply  clarifies the actual argument. 

The rule is not that cause of ( ) must be 

annihilated if man is to have complete absence of ( ) or 

( ). The actual principle is that for ( ) all 

destructible or ( ) causes of ( ) should be 

annihilated. Among the causes of ( ) there are 

impermanent and destructible causes like body ( ) as well as 

indestructible cause like  ( ) or self. No question of 

annihilation of  ( ) arises as it is permanent and 

indestructible.93   
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